ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Orthonormal functions, due to its similarity to Pade approximate, has many advantages in identification of control systems with variable time-delay, unknown order and structural parameters. Moreover, combining these functions with Volterra series, this model can be easily used to the field of nonlinear predictive control [1] . Therefore, these models are more applicable to process control than other traditional structured system identifications such as ARMA model. Laguerre series is one of the most famous of orthonormal functions that for first time introduced by French mathematician-Laguerre, in 1879.
Laplace transforms of Laguerre series that the first time described by Lee in 1931, can be used in approximating linear system model. In 1995, Heuberger and Wahlberg proposed methods on approximating dynamic linear systems by orthonormal functions in Z-domain and S-domain, respectively [1] .
Predictive Functional Control (PFC) belong to a class of digital control methods called ModelBased Predictive Control (MBPC) and for the first time introduced and implemented by Richalet and Kuntze successfully at the end of the 1980's. Less calculation and high control precision are most important advantages of this algorithm; hence, this method is very suitable for applications need high speed. Control effort is obtained by minimization of difference between predicted model output and reference trajectory on the finite horizon time. Moreover, this algorithm is robust with respect to modeling errors [2] . However, this method would be out of work when the model changed greatly.
In this paper, a new control method is proposed that combines predictive functional control with unstructured system identification methods based on Laguerre functions. On the other hand, by selecting the state space model of process based on Laguerre functions, inner states of system can be easily described and these states can be used in controller design. If these states contain some physical variables, prediction of their future changes can give important information regarding the processes [3] . However, the classical PFC algorithm has not made full use of these merits.
On the other hand, the superheater is an important part of the steam generation process in the boiler-turbine system, where steam is superheated before entering the turbine that drives the generator. Not only the steam generation process is highly nonlinear, the temperature and the pressure in the superheater are extremely high. Therefore, controlling superheated steam temperature is not only technically challenging, but also economically important [4] . The main steam temperature object of power plant is a complex and time-varying system with large delay and inertia. It is very difficult to get satisfied control result by using traditional control strategy [5] . In the recent years, advance control algorithms such as Neuro-fuzzy GPC [4] , Gray predictive adaptive Smith-PID [5] and Fuzzy-Immune PID [6] use for control of this system. New PFC algorithm in this paper uses system states in controller design. The structure of this controller is similar to classical PI controller, but contains a P-step set point feedforward control (P is the prediction horizon.).
In section (2) of this paper, we will describe system identification is done with Laguerre functions. Section (3) will present how the state space of system is extended. Section (4) represents control law and in the follow, in section (5), simulations on the superheated steam temperature system for verification of controller performance are represented. In the end, in section (6), conclusion of the paper is presented.
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION BASED ON LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS
Laguerre functions, a complete orthonormal set in L 2 (0,∞), have been used often because of their convenient network realization and their similarity. These functions are defined as a functional series
Where p is a constant called time scaling factor, and ‫ݐ‬ ∈ [0, ∞ሻ is a time variable. The Ztransform of the Laguerre functions is [7] :
Any open-loop stable system can be approximated by n order Laguerre series as shown in figure  1 .
There are several ways to express the Laguerre ladder network, but for our purpose, it is convenient to represent it in a state space form. Sate space expression with Laguerre functions after discretization is Figure 1 . Discrete Laguerre network structure
Where ܺ ത ሺ݇ሻ is the state vector with dimension n×1 and u(k) is system input. ‫ܣ‬ ̅ is a lower triangular n×n matrix. ‫ܤ‬ ത is the coefficient vector of the control input with dimension n×1. Elements of ‫ܣ‬ ̅ and ‫ܤ‬ ത are determined off-line, hence reduce the computational burden greatly. d is delay time of the system. If T is the sampling period and
then ‫ܣ‬ ̅ and ‫ܤ‬ ത matrices are expressed as
‫ܥ‬ ̅ is the observer coefficient vector with dimension n×1 and for describing relation between Laguerre model and process, which can be identified online by RLS (Recursive Least Square) algorithm. So
where 0 < ߣ ≤ 1, ߣ is the forgetting factor . ‫ܥ‬ ̅ is assumed bounded, system describes in Eq. (4) is stable, observable and controllable. Moreover, we assume that Laguerre functions are an exact description of the system. With these assumptions, adaptive PFC algorithm with similar classical PI controller structureis presented.
EXTENDED STATE SPACE SYSTEM REPRESENTATION
By augmenting u(k-1), u(k-2),…, u(k-d) as the system's new state variables and u(k) as the input, new state space equation of system is as
Where
and is the zero vectors with dimensions n×1 and n×1, respectively. Now, for import integral mechanism, which canguarantee zero steady-state error in the closed-loop system, using different operator, we can rewrite the state space system's equation as below:
Where ∆ is the difference operator (∆=1-z -1 ).
Regarding r(k) as the input reference trajectory, the output tracking error is defined as
Combining Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), the output error in the next step is
Augmenting output-tracking error to state, state equations become
Where ܱ ෨ is the zero vector with dimension (n+d)×1. Eq. (14) is used to design a novel predictive functional controller.
PFC CONTROL ALGORITHM

COST FUNCTION
Consider the following optimal problem over a certain horizon P [3] :
where P is the number of fitting points and Q j is the symmetrical weighted matrix with dimension (n+d+1)×(n+d+1) and generally
For selecting elements of weighted matrix, Q j , we can say:
• Usually, q j1 ≠0, because the output tracking error must be considered in the cost function.q j2 , …, q j(n+1) must be adjusted to regulate the system's state vector increments ∆ܺ ഥ ሺ݇ሻ.
• By selecting Q j =0, j<N P optimizing time starts at time k+N P and this means the effect of the system's dead time is considered.
• Considering N P =P indicates only one point prediction.
• ܳ = ݀݅ܽ݃ሼ‫ݍ‬ ଵ , 0, … ,0ሽ, indicates that only output errors are weighted; this method is equivalent to the traditional predictive functional control method.
STATE PREDICTION AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
PFC has the same principle as the classical predictive control strategy and uses a model to predict future process output.However, in PFC algorithm, for reducing calculation burden, control law is considered as a linear combination of a set of base functions. In this method, only it is necessary to calculate the weight coefficients of base functions of linear combination. Choice of base functions is related to the nature of the process and characteristic of the reference trajectory. Therefore, the control law can be defined as:
Where ߤ are the coefficients of base functions and ݂ ሺ݅ሻ are the values of the base functions in time i. N is the number of the base functions. For example, if N=2, means base functions are step and ramp. In this case, control law is:
PFC algorithm has to find a set of future control variables to make the future outputs of the process as close as possible to the reference trajectory.
Combining Eq. (14) The tracking error's feedback, deletes the tracking error, the feedback of states and past input's improves the dynamical performance of the system, and the feedforward of P-step set points improves the system's tracking performance. This control structure is similar to classical PI controller, with additional P-step feedforward term. This new algorithm is designated as similar PI structure predictive functional control.
SIMULATIONS
In this section, the performance of predictive functional control algorithm by simulation is evaluated and effect of the free parameters of the controller on controller performance is discussed. This controller has similar PI structure based on system identification using Laguerre functions, which is suitable for process identification with no certain structure and are time varying. In the termal power plant, when a unit's output load was 180MW, the characteristic of the main steam temperature object is [5] :
The discrete transfer function of system with sampling time T s =3sec. is The setting value of main steam temperature system has a step change in 900s and changed from 1 to 1.4.
From figure 2 , the objective is to control the superheated steam temperature by controlling the flow of spray water using the spray water valves. Water is sprayed onto the steam to control the superheated steam temperature in both the low and high temperature superheaters. It is undesirable that the steam temperature is too high, as it can damage the superheater and the high pressure turbine, or too low, as it will lower the efficiency of the power plant.
Assume that there is no certain process model. As in ebove mentioned, this algorithm can identify system without initial information from process and it will be adapted with varying process. Free parameters are selected as (31), and the closed loop system output is shown in figure 3 . In figure 4 , control effort and its factors is shown.
Figure 2. Superheater steam generation process
From figure 3 and 4, it is evident we have high performance tracker which is robust to variations of process. However, in the response of system, there exists overshoots that not desired in the most applications and it can damage the superheater and the high pressure turbine. Choosing weighting matrix Q j as Q j =diag{100,0,10,10,0,0,0,0,0,0}, overshoots of system response reduced effectively and tracking error is very small. In the other word, with entering the states of system in the cost function, the system performance is controllable, and desired specifications are fulfilled. This is an important advantage of new control algorithm. In figure 5 , system response with Q j =diag{100,0,10,10,0,0,0,0,0,0} is shown. In Figure 6 , control effort and its factors for this case is shown. The variations of control effort are lower and smoother than previous case. This prevents the saturation of the system actuators.
CONCLUSIONS
Presented adaptive PFC algorithm with similar PI structure using unstructured system identification based on Laguerre function, has high performance in processes having no specified model. This algorithm can improve dynamical performance of the system in comparison with classical PFC. Proposed approach has been successfully applied to simulated superheater model of the power plant. Better performance is obtained from proposed algorithm than from the classical PFC controller in controlling the superheatead steam temperature under large load changes. The simulation results show that the present control algorithm can effectively overcome the object parameters and model change, with the character of small overshoot, fast regulating speed and strong robustness. It has a good control performance to the main steam temperature system. The simulation results illustrated that the proposed algorithms lead to excellent control performance and high robustness. 
